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In both series, the main heroine was disobedient.
Superbook's heroine, Joy, was disobedient in that she

thought teaching her telekinetic powers would hurt her; a
similar situation happened to the heroine of FLYING HOUSE,
Angela. They both disobeyed their parents in order to find
happiness; Angela disobeyed her parents because she was

rebellious, while Joy disobeyed her parents because she
wanted to be a doctor, even though it wasn't what they
wanted for her. In the end, both girls learn from their

mistakes, become brave, and begin to mature. The story arc
was a bit more major in SUPERBOOK I than FLYING HOUSE,
but the ending of both series are similar; both girls learn to

trust and rely on their parents and each other, and to forgive
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each other when they have hurt each other. I'm not a big fan
of SUPERBOOK, and I dislike the final, nonsensical resolution
to its series arc, but I do like the fact that both series dealt
with the importance of family. And of course, both series
have some adorable elements to like as well: Justin from
FLYING HOUSE was great and a delight to watch, and I

wouldn't have minded seeing more cartoons with him; and
SPIDER-MAN was featured. I do love that the daughters in
both series grew up well into adulthood; I also liked the

theme of childhood innocence (from the Freudian viewpoint).
I also enjoyed how well the episodes of each series fit

together; Superbook's first and last episode, as well as the
second-to-last episode of FLYING HOUSE, were all made to

feel like the beginning and end of a chapter--"the end" of the
chapter being the "end" of Superbook's story arc, and "the
beginning" of the last episode being the beginning of the
third and final "chapter" of FLYING HOUSE's story arc. The

fact that each series has had a long, healthy run on its own,
yet has practically come full circle with a second series after

practically seven and a half years of broadcasting, is a
testament to the power of the medium. I can't wait to see

what the series producers have in store for us next!
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When we return to the Philippines, we will also be receiving a
lot of great Bible work from the Church in the Philippines. I

cannot wait for that, we will be doing more training in
preparation for that area and getting our feet wet in the

area. We will also be launching our free mobile app "Bible
Garden" on the App Store and Google Play that will feature

Christian cartoon shows from the Philippines. More will come,
stick with us on our Facebook page! Please share this post on

your timeline and drop us a note if you know anyone who
would enjoy this message. https://www.google.com/webhp?s
ourceid=chrome-instant&ion=1&espv=2&es_sm=91&ie=UTF

-8&espai=UARk87GfCEhv2QQOZb4QA#q=super+book
components.google. A great way to teach the Bible stories to

children is to give them a place to find them in our online
Bible Library, or print out Bible story pages and listen to the
Bible story in the car as a short devotional. The Bible Library
contains forty (40) video Bible stories, each about one-half

hour long, and a download card for a preview. The Bible
stories are animated to feature animated Bible characters as
our heroes. We have also written full-page Bible story pages
from the books of the Bible that are uplifting and teachable.

Each “miracle” in the Bible is really an example of God’s
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powerful love and grace. Little ones love to learn. So we’ve
created our Bible story videos to help children see God in
action. The Bible stories have vivid visuals and engaging,

contemporary music. Kids love to hear Bible stories, sing and
dance them. Their choice of music is far more important than

a boring video or audio book. So we’ve added three (3)
channels of music, all carefully chosen by us, to make the
Bible stories even more fun and entertaining! 5ec8ef588b
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